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Bombingham Redux
The conviction of the Ku Klux Klan bombers who
murdered Denise McNair, Cynthia Wesley, Addie Mae
Collins, and Carol Robertson on September 15, 1963, at
the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, Birmingham, Alabama, was not erased by the machinations that delayed
their legal commitment. But “justice delayed” was indeed, justice sorely tried. Eventually, Robert Chambliss,
Thomas E. Blanton, and Bobby Frank Cherry were jailed
for the killings. But as noted Civil Rights advocate Rev.
Fred Shuttlesworth said (whose church in Birmingham
was three times bombed in the 1950s), continuing delays
might have made it possible for Cherry, for example, “to
confront his maker” before he met his earthly judge.

New York, sought arsonists responsible for damaging or
destroying ten southern rural churches–some going as
far as camping out at the churches to guard their front
doors.[2] All of this was done in the wake of a 1998 bombing of a Birmingham abortion clinic.
These continuing episodes are emblematic of the
South’s more recent period of complex racial history and
the extra-legal practice of terror, which must be distinguished from the legally sanctioned terror visited upon
enslaved Africans and their children, or that imposed after slavery was abolished mostly in the form of convict
laborers. Despite enormous changes in political climate,
the violence lingers, its grip difficult to extinguish. At
this late date, the FBI is contemplating the reopening of
dozens of “cold cases” from the 1950s and 1960s where
racial motives are suspected. The private nonprofit organization, the Southern Poverty Law Center, has submitted a list of at least seventy-four cases involving whiteon-black violence.[3]

Cherry barely got to the judge. First ruled incompetent to stand trial due to vascular dementia, he was
only convicted in 2002 and taken by cancer in 2004. Like
many of the police investigators profiled by Frank Sikora,
Cherry had been trained in the military. He learned
the art of demolition in the Marines. But Cherry, Blanton, and Chambliss continued to live full lives because J.
Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, chose not to refer the case for prosecution. Sikora
shows that the evidence that compelled their conviction
(including the secret tapes that were not made available
by the FBI in the first prosecutions) was already in FBI
hands in 1963. Even after his death, Cherry’s lawyer
sought to vacate his conviction because the case was under appeal when he expired.[1]

But we are now in a new period, and the bombing
and the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, staging ground
for Martin Luther King Jr.’s daring Birmingham marches,
are being turned into icons, allowing their significance
to be stolen, diluted, or inverted. Thus, in February
2006, U.S. Attorney General Alberto R. Gonzalez, architect of George W. Bush’s plan for arbitrary detentions in Guantanamo, spoke at the church pulpit, saying there was “still work to be done” in fighting discrimination; Bush’s Secretary of the Interior declared the
place a National Landmark. When she was National Security Aide, Condoleezza Rice explained to the National
Association of Black Journalists that, brought up in Alabama, she had “grown up around the home-grown terrorism of the 1960s,” and that the experience informed

In the meantime, Birmingham’s fiery reputation suffered an unwelcome reprieve. In February 2006 working out of the Tuscaloosa Regional Airport, some two
hundred officers from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives, the FBI, the Alabama Bureau
of Investigation, and volunteers from as far away as
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her view of what was needed in American foreign policy after September 11. Later, as Secretary of State, Rice
reminisced about playing dolls with Denise McNair, one
of the children blown to bits when a high-velocity explosive was planted under the church stairs. “We played
together,” said Condoleezza, “we sang together in little
musicals. That picture of Denise with the dolls will always be near and dear to my heart.”[4]

delays, which belongs to the contested sociology of political power in the Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon eras.
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